
From: 	 Harvey Berliner 
To: 	 Belizaire, Justine; Chang, Deanna; Don Olson; Ed Carranza; Miyamoto, Faith; Harvey Berliner; Jim 

Dunn (dunnj@pbworld.com); Jim Van Epps (vanepps@pbworld.com ); Julia Ruppel; Laura Ray; luu, 
Catherine; Mantych, Tim; Mark Schiebe; Mike Schneider; Neathery, Charles; Nguyen, Kim; Kurio, 
Phyllis; PMOC Website; Simon Zweighaft; Susan Robbins; Hamayasu, Toru 

Sent: 	 9/3/2008 4:35:37 PM 
Subject: 	 Honolulu Rail Transit - Jacobs Inquires - Sept. 3, 2008 
Attachments: 	 Agenda-Honolulu RA 08-09-08 DRAFTR1.doc 

TIM: 

BELOW IN RED ARE REPSONSES TO YOUR VARIOUS INQUIRES RECEIVED TODAY. ALSO, 
ATTACHED ARE COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT AGENDA. 

I  have two questions regarding the cost estimate: 

(1) During the conference call last week, we discussed a roll-up of the estimate into the SCCs. Can you please see when 
this information will be posted in ProjectSolve? 
R: This is being worked on and will be available by Friday. 

(2) An SCC Workbook will need to be prepared for the New Starts submittal. Can you find out if this has been prepared, 
and if so, can we obtain a copy? 
R: An SCC Workbook is being developed and not available at this time. 

Questions 

(1) Your last email stated that the "...the Project Master Schedule has been uploaded onto ProjectSolve". 
However, this schedule appears to only address the PE/EIS phase. We, therefore, have seen the PE/EIS 
phase schedule (referred to as Project Master Schedule), the construction schedule ("HHCTC As of August 
25.xer" file), and the Master Summary Schedule (Figure 6 in the PMP). Figure 6 in the PMP Rev. 0 is a 
reasonable summary schedule that covers the entire program (i.e. PE/EIS through Testing and Start-up). 
However, we have not seen one consolidated schedule in electronic form that shows the project from cradle to 
grave with all intermediate New Starts and project milestones. When will such a schedule be available 
electronically? 
R: As  I  have stated several times, the only Primavera schedules we have at this time are the PE/EIS and a 
construction schedule based on the "Horse Blanket". No other schedule, including a consolidated schedule, is 
available. However, it is our intention to develop an overall Project Master Schedule as the PE design 
progresses. 

(2) The Adobe Acrobat file (pdf) of the PMP Rev. 0 we received does not contain the Appendices, including 
Appendix D titled "Master Project Schedule". Please clarify whether Appendix D is the same as the "HHCTC As 
of August 25.xer" file. If not, can we obtain the schedule in Appendix D electronically? 
R: You can use the "HHCTC as of August25.xer" file. Appendix D did not include anything different. 

We reviewed your preliminary comments below. All your comments are relevant and will be addressed during the development 
of the consolidated Master Schedule during the PE phase of the Project. 
Preliminary Comments (from review of "HHCTC As of August 25.xer") 

(1) Our main concern is there are an excessive amount of open-ended activities. Critical milestones such as the 
Record of Decision and Full Funding Grant Agreement need predecessor and successor relationships. 
Excluding hammock activities, it would be most advantageous for all activities to have at least one predecessor 
and at least one successor, except for the start and end activities of course. This would also alleviate the need 
to have artificial constraint dates that many times produces an incorrect critical path. 

(2) ACT ID 01010 "ROW'  —  Is the City Center Segment the only project section requiring ROW? If not, ROW 
acquisition, at the very least, should be separated by Project Segment: 
R: You are correct that ROW is required for all segments of the Project. These are identified in the RAMP. We 
initially placed the entire ROW acquisition in one section. They will be placed correctly as the schedule is refined 
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during PE. 

West Oahu 
Farrington 
Yard & Shop 
Kamehameha 
Salt Lake 
City Center 
Etc. 

(3) The Vehicle Procurement activities need a (predecessor) logic tie into the PE phase or current activities. ACT 
ID DBP10631 "Prepare Vehicle Procurement Package" is open-ended. 

(4) Refer to ACT ID DBP10741 "Full Funding Agreement" — this activity needs more predecessors to identify the 
FFGA application process. For example, 

Prepare FFGA Submittal Package (2 — 4 months) 
FTA/PMOC Review FFGA Package (2 - 4 months) 
Submit FFGA package for FTA HQ Review (1 month) 
60 day Congressional review period (60 calendar days) 
Execute FFGA / signatures (1 week) 

These durations can greatly vary from project to project and FTA Region IX can provide more insight. The 
important point is that this process (activity chain) needs to be inserted into the project schedule, as it most likely 
will be in the project critical path. 

(5) Minor comment — Many activity descriptions are repetitive, such as NTP, Award, Installation, ect. It would be 
very helpful if more descriptors were added that identified the work area. Example "Design Contract Award" or 
"Construction Contract Award", etc. 

(6) Minor comment — Is there was a more distinct way (VVBS or code fields) to identify which contract delivery 
activities are D/B versus DBB? 

RISK ASSESSMENT TABLE 
• 	A risk assessment register for the project has been started. We will post today on ProjectSolve a copy of this 

table for your use. 
We will ask our engineers if there are unique risks that they see which might only be associated with this 
project. We will make this information available when you are in Honolulu. 
We do not agree with all the cost estimate numbers on your table. When you are in Honolulu we should discuss 
how they were developed. 

Harvey L. Berliner 
City and County of Honolulu 
DTS - Rapid Transit Division 
808-768-6123 (o) 
808-291-5146 (c) 
berliner©infraconsultlIc.com  
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